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Moosehead
Established member

Join Date:
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Mar 2007
94

Barrenlands: a circuit on Rannoch Moor

Every time you drive along the A82, Loch Ba appears more intriguing and your
resolve one day to paddle it strengthens. It looks complex and interesting, a bright
mirror reflecting the sky, studded with islands and stretching out onto Rannoch Moor,
right across to where the land dips out of view to the east. After twenty years of
admiring it, the time had finally arrived.
A one-way trip from Loch Ba to Rannoch Station, or beyond, is not an attractive
proposition because of the 80 mile shuttle needed to get back, and paddling out and
back by the same route lacked appeal, so we looked a bit closer at the map of The
Moor to see if there might be an alternative. From the tip of the Northwest Arm of
Loch Laidon, the map showed a blue line continuing right across the Moor to a group
of small lochans and eventually the road. I don’t know what it is about blue lines on
the map, but they have a magnetic attraction and I just can’t help wondering if I
might be able to get my canoe along them. An easy trolley along the A82 could then
take us to the end of Loch Ba, from where we could follow the standard route back.
This circuit promised an exciting time, trying to push a route through, travelling
upstream and down, right through the heart of The Moor. We felt nervous about
leaving our car on the A82, so decided to park at the Rannoch Station end.

Rannoch Moor itself has plenty of mystique; the wildest and most windswept part of
Britain, home to unique plants, a blanket bog famed in literature and legend, and the
scene of numerous deaths from hypothermia. Not having been on the Moor before,
we were a bit nervous about what we might find. In weaker moments, vague disquiet
solidified into actual worry. Would the stream really go? Would we get mired in
impassable bogs? Would the ground be too waterlogged for camping? If the worst
came to the worst, could we float through the nights on a sea of gloop, asleep in the
boat? To cap it all, there was the ancient forest; we imagined ourselves clambering
over massive trunks of the 4000-year-old extinct pine trees that lie scattered all
over.
There is an obvious risk with just picking a stream on the map and attempting to
follow it. You could get stranded in the middle of nowhere if the stream gave out,
with a monster carry to extricate yourself. The map hides many things: a mile of firm
going on heather is not the same as a mile of giant tussocks and mire. Looking at the
gradients, the stream appeared very feasible, though. Lochan Gaineamhach, near the
A82, was only around 8 metres higher than Loch Laidon in a distance of around 3
miles; an accessible 3 metres per mile. When planning routes, our reference stream
is a little river we met in the fault-line west of Loch Assynt. This gave us an
enjoyable, relatively easy passage and had a much steeper drop. On this basis, our
stream would see us through. Of course this might not be the whole story.
From the car park at Rannoch Station, a half-mile trolley in the sunshine led to the
water’s edge, with a wonderful view of the mountains behind. Loch Laidon has a split
personality. The north shore is a wonderland of bays, islands and forest; the south
side is a low, glowering monochrome of heather. We went and returned on the
interesting side. A steady hour’s paddle against a slight headwind brought us to our

first major landmark, The Wooded Island. Shortly afterwards we swung right into the
fabled Northwest Arm of the loch.

The Northwest Arm of Loch Laidon. The dark triangle of The Buachaille is dead ahead.

This is a notable place because it is the point at which the narrative in Scottish Canoe
Classics stops, and leaves you with the hint that beyond lies the Real Wilderness.
Now there’s a description guaranteed to arouse the curiosity if ever there was one.
We passed another wooded island, a rock shaped like a hippo and a sandy beach
where we stopped to look at the map. It certainly felt remote, and the stream beyond
had the aura of being wilder still. Whether because of its reputation or not, I don’t
know, but we were very conscious of being completely on our own and vulnerable. No
wild risk-taking here. Towards the end of the Northwest Arm was a narrows through
which water was pouring towards us. We just managed to paddle and punt through
against the flow; a taste of things to come. As we left Loch Laidon behind, we came
across the occasional frog, then more frogs, then newts. Everything we were
encountering was amphibious; was this a sign about the nature of the Moor ahead?

Even the frogs were trying to escape from the bog.
The first impression of the stream was that it would go. There were frequent rocks,
so we chose to walk and line the canoe up the river, and carry the packs separately
so as not to have to keep unloading whenever we met obstacles. We took two 40ft
lines on this trip and pulled on opposite sides of the river. We were sheltered from
the breeze at first, and we could carry off some quite fancy lining manoeuvres by
pulling in sequence, and ferrying using the flow of the stream. Later, out in the
breeze, steering was much more difficult and we could have done with an extra line.
Sometimes one of us would get stuck on our side of the water by an impassible side
stream flowing over bottomless peat, so had to pull the boat over to our bank and
ferry across. Even though the stream is a small one, our lines were only just long
enough because of little expansions here and there. In many places we had to take to
the stream and haul the canoe along. The streambed was a bit slippery, but not
unreasonably so, however the abrasive granite took its toll on the canoe and by the
end of the day we had picked up many scratches and a couple of tears. The
triangular mass of The Buachaille gave an obvious marker to aim for, standing at the
edge of the moor where the land abruptly disappears down the chasm of Glencoe. It
looked like the edge of the world.

Our stream: Allt Lochain Ghaineamhaich.

The empty landscape, rock-strewn stream, low featureless banks and lack of trees
gave an excellent impersonation of the austere Barrenlands of the Northwest
Territories. The glaciers have dumped granite blocks absolutely everywhere. The low
knolls surrounding us were not of bedrock, but composed of piled-up glacial debris.
Around the full circle of the horizon rose splendid snow-streaked peaks. We hauled
the canoe to the soundtrack of the rush of the river, and the lonely calls of wildland
regulars, grouse and snipe, with the occasional sight of a stag on a ridge.

Reading the moorland vegetation was fascinating, each species gives a clue as to
what lies beneath. Latin names are of little use to you here, what you need to know
is whether the plants will support your weight, or camouflage deep mires in which
you sink to your knees. The plants acquired our own Barrenland names: Mireweed,
Squelchwort, Stepping Stones. Other plants also give useful information; Tickgrass;
Drybed. Insectivorous Bog Stars are my favourite.
The river stretched on and on, the twists and turns adding up to a much greater
length than suggested by the map, although the rocky bits were interspersed by
reasonable paddling sections. It was arduous going, but the lack of alternative
reconciled the mind to the task at hand. Towards the end of the day, every rocky
section we imagined to be the last before the stream “levelled out” and took us
canal-like to Lochan Gaineamhach . This was a delusion. It was hard to figure out just
where we were because everywhere looked the same, and even trying to count off
the side-streams wasn’t much use because there were so many of them; by the time
we felt like stopping, we weren’t quite sure how far we had come.
We finished early at a little confluence and hunted for that elusive perfect camping
place. The ground was drier than we had expected, but when trampled, water oozed
to the surface. The trick seems to be not to disturb it too much, so once the tent was
up, we tried not to move around too much in it. The site was provided with a
convenient rock to recline on. A Barrens sofa. I set to repairing the canoe with duct
tape and can fully endorse the B&Q special waterproof variety.

It feels good when it stops. The Barrens Sofa.

Checking over the canoe at the first campsite.

After tea, I walked up the river bank aways to scope it out for tomorrow, while Sue
stayed at the tent. The stream stretched on in the same vein; there would be lots of
tracking, some paddling, some lifting over the frequent rocky sections. I passed a
feature I recognised from the map—The Island—a flat, featureless expanse of Tick
Grass, but somewhere that finally allowed me to pinpoint exactly where we were.
Some way to go yet. Up ahead was a prominent glacial knoll and, although not
massive, it was the highest point around, so I climbed up excitedly to get a preview
of the lochs for tomorrow. I reached the top….nothing…. except for heather and bog
as far as I could see, apparently right to the head of Glencoe. I had a “what am I
doing here?” moment. Where had the water gone? Had last year really been that
dry? I headed back wondering how best to break the bad news to Sue.

Looking back towards camp from the glacial knoll. The river forks at this point; our
main stream is hidden on the right.

Looking onwards from the glacial knoll. No lochs in sight. At the time, I thought this
little stream was ours, but it came to an end here in the bog. The main river is well
hidden on the far left.
Despite the prospect of a hard day tomorrow, we enjoyed relaxing on the beautiful,
sunny and warm evening amidst scenery that would be hard to beat. Later, I reclined
on the “sofa” and watched the sun set, then the sudden chill sent me scurrying to the
tent.

Sue is a harsh companion. She called “levé” just after 6am each morning, and would
not tolerate lolling. The bright sunshine of yesterday had been replaced in the
morning by a Rannoch Mist rolling around on the surface of the peat, blurring out the
sun.

We continued, seemingly for miles, far enough for us to want to check the compass
from time to time to make sure we were still actually on the right stream. Lochs were
not the only things that the terrain was good at hiding. Any equipment left carelessly
could be swallowed up too, so we employed strict Barrenland rules. At portage stages
we always left the sacks on the top of a knoll for maximum visibility, highlighted with
some brightly coloured piece of gear, or a paddle sticking up.
Finally, a little sheet of water appeared out of the heather in the distance and grew
steadily. We were through. The stream led us into this small lochan which turned out
to be full of weed and which we paddled with difficulty, almost getting ensnared in
the middle; considerable shoving and punting was needed to get out. Getting
completely stuck here would be very awkward as escape from the canoe seemed out
of the question; the weed was bottomless and sucked things in, but didn’t let them
out.

The weedy lochan.

Portage marker, Loch Gaineamhach. In the flat terrain, the lochs quickly disappear
from view.
The outflow stream took us on to Lochan Gaineamhach (Sandy Lochan}. The lochnamers were having an off-day when they called it this, for here the glaciers clearly
went on a binge, dropping boulders in showers every which way. For every one you
could see poking up through the water, there were ten that you couldn’t. Our
passage resembled something from the North Sea U-Boat Campaign. Again we
sought the top of a knoll for the driest camping place. It seemed not too bad under
the circumstances and had some shelter from a small ridge.

Lochan Gaineamhach; not at all sandy. Black Corries Lodge in the background.

In the middle of the night the heavens opened. I ventured outside the tent and the
scene lit up by the beam of my head torch wasn’t at all appetizing; the rain slanted
down and the mist swirled. Beyond the perimeter of light were just vague shapes and
shadows. It looked like a horror movie. Back inside, I pulled my sleeping bag over my
head and hoped by morning that it would all have gone away. It hadn’t. The water
table had risen in the night and we were now standing in water at one end of the
tent. What do you call the opposite of Glamping? We emerged into rain and a stiff
breeze, and packed the soaking gear, thinking “It’s going to be a tough one”.
But fortune was on our side; the sky steadily lightened, the rain stopped and before
long, flecks of sunlight were drifting across the Moor. We took a compass bearing to
get to the nearest point of the road, set off sighted on a prominent notch in the
mountains, and put one foot in front of the other. It was about three-quarters of a
mile. In places where the peat exceeded 50% water content, we attached a line and
dragged the canoe.

The trolley along the A82 was effortless compared to the portage we had just come
up, but not really that pleasant because of the constant, fast-moving traffic. It did
give us an inspiring view of Loch Ba, however. We stopped for lunch at the water’s
edge, the day now bright and breezy, good drying conditions for the tent. It is
amazing how soul-destroying a wet tent inner is, but equally amazing how quickly it
dries out in the sun.

We plotted our course; between the Boat House islands, cross the loch at Tree Island
and flip to the other shore at The Narrows. Like the other lochs in the area, Loch Ba
is liberally sprinkled with rocks, and we needed to keep careful watch. We pulled into
a tiny bay shielded by a semicircle of rocks at the point where the river flows out,
back down to Loch Laidon.

Loch Ba.

Next day we took the lightened canoe down the river, and carried most of the packs
around. For the carry, we took a compass bearing to cut off the bend of the river, but
this led us into difficult peat grough country—it is better to stay next to the water.

Starting down the river, Abhain Ba.

Once back at the Southwest Arm of Loch Laidon, we had to give the canoe a good
duct-taping before setting out on the final leg, I had noticed some water seeping in
while coming down the river.

Back on Loch Laidon.
As we had hoped, the intended highlight of the trip, paddling Loch Ba, was scenic and
thought-provoking to navigate, but if anything a bit of an anticlimax, rather eclipsed
by the route to get us there. It had been quite an arduous trip; a physical workout
and a test of cheerfulness-in-adversity; it is true what they say about upstream
travel in rocky rivers: it requires a strong back and a stable marriage. We pulled level
with the start of the trees at the side of Loch Laidon and so said goodbye to the
Barrenlands, eager now to make out the signs of approaching civilization. The trip
ended on a high—the kindly old guy in the cottage came out and unlocked the gate to
the level crossing for us. Thanks.

A final view of Loch Laidon.

Graham
Moosehead Canoes and Paddles
www.scottishcanoeroutes.info
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12:33 PM

Mal Grey
Way beyond established member

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Jul 2008
Surrey
18,476

Outstanding! (as always)
Great blogging and I always love the fact you just pick up the map and look for
adventure.
I love the photo of Sue holding the trolley, no doubt considering the irony of carrying
a trolley over rough terrain. At least you could use it properly later!

By the way, I always like your maps, how do you produce them?
Bootstrap Liz, Lynne et al, that would save the shuttle!!! The route is open!

Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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#3

12:46 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

SparkyRich
Established member

Jul 2009
In my shed
96

Wel done, hats off to both of you

.: Rich :.
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01:05 PM
Join Date:
Location:

Blott
Beyond established member

Posts:

Jun 2008
On the Great
Ouse at St Ives
1,197

Well done you two. Wood and Canvas doing what it was made for!

Get Paddling!
Blott
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#5

01:07 PM
Join Date:
Location:

Dec 2005
Nr Rochester in
Kent

Posts:

Matto

3,701

Moderately Moderate
Moderator

What an epic adventure. Well done. Nice photography too.
However I am slightly disturbed by the fact that there only one photo of you actually
in the boat!

Matto
Ours was the marsh country, down by the river, within, as the river wound, twenty
miles of the sea.
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01:52 PM
Join Date:
Location:

jimmi
Beyond established member

Posts:

Jul 2009
kingston on
thames surrey
1,165

excellent blogging of a wonderful trip
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#7

01:57 PM

JimW
Way beyond established member

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Mar 2008
Dumbarton
2,413

Fantastic!
What impressed me most, having portaged up the nearby black water (just over the
ridge behind the black corries lodge) over very similar terrain (moraine), is that you
did it all with a wooden boat!
We were quite careful with the Royalex boats, but like you say there are sharp

granite boulders hiding everywhere waiting to take chunks out of your craft!
Now then, time to extrapolate further for other budding adventurers and see if we
can remove the scary portage along the A82 (I set cruise control to 60 along there
and only flick it off if a wide vehicle appears to be about to arrive at a narrow bridge
at the same time as me, or if I'm concerned about the wind making me understeer
on the sharp bend to the south)!
Graham's map has an arrow with the legend "Could continue northwest to the river
Etive and join the A82 further on".
Consider as a variation, "Continue northwest to the river Etive and then to the West
Highland Way, (which follows the route of the old cobbled drove road (i.e. trolleyable)
southwards to Forest Lodge by Loch Tulla) returning to the real Ba Bridge (they have
called the A82 bridge Ba Bridge now, but it's a fake!) and thus gaining access to the
river Ba (without having to dice with the traffic of the A82)".
The river Ba is in a bit of a mini gorge under the bridge but it flattens off a couple of
hundred metres downstream and then leads into another complex of rocky
lochs/lochans before the A82. And yes the drove road does climb for a bit and then
drops down to the river, this diversion might add a few days depending on how tough
the terrain turns out to be and how kind the cobbles are to your trolley

How hard can it be?
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02:05 PM
Join Date:
Posts:

wavecloud
Banned
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Jun 2010
9,762
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#9

02:12 PM
Join Date:

Aug 2011

Location:
Posts:

Davy 90
Way beyond established member

SE London
3,473

Fantastic - I was wondering what you would get up to this Easter and was looking
through your website the other evening to see if I'd missed anything
Super well crafted blog up and pics too. I counted 10 photos of the canoe at least
partially in the water

my canoe movies
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#10

02:16 PM

Join Date:
Nov 2009
Location: Atlanta, Georgia,
USA
Posts:
4,648

ezwater
Way beyond established member

Excellent. Your nagging doubts along the approach stream remind me of a recurring
fear going back to childhood, "I *know* this has to go to the loch, or near enough....
It *can't* just disappear or trail along forever...." Can it? Kind of like when Bogart
and Hepburn get down the river and it doesn't "end" in the lake, but in a swamp
maze.
Of course, in the movies, things flush out in the end.
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03:30 PM

JimW
Way beyond established member

Originally Posted by ezwater

Of course, in the movies, things flush out in the end.

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Mar 2008
Dumbarton
2,413

Except in Deliverance.....

How hard can it be?
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#12

03:56 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

mayobren
Way beyond established member

Jul 2012
Nottingham
3,557

Superb Blogg!

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.
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#13

05:46 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

25272527
More posts than a more established member

Oct 2011
Cheshire
534

Fantastic, truly inspirational stuff!
Mike
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#14

06:24 PM

Join Date:
Apr 2008
Location: northamptonshire
Posts:
1,127

terry. young
Beyond established member

Absolutely out standing blog of a true wilderness trip.
badly damaged.

Hope the canoe is not to
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#15

07:57 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Oct 2007
Pershore,
Worcestershire
5,408

Rockhopper
I'd yawned: blame them beers, boys!

Brilliant blog. Reading that was like settling down with a good book - one that you
know you'll return to again and again.

Juvanile delinkwit, vaguely faffing around with a pair of pliers. Du skal ikke tro
at du er bedre end mig!
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#16

08:03 PM
Join Date:
Location:

David Perry
Way beyond established member

Posts:

Jul 2007
Robin Hood's
Bay,Yorkshire
2,534

Stunning, hard, difficult come to mind. Thanks for sharing. Now I know what a wimp
I am!

http://www.davidwperry.blogspot.co.uk/
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#17
Join Date:
May 2009
Location: Third stone from
the sun
Posts:
15,043
Journal Entries:
10

Crow
こんにちは。私はカラスと私はスコットラ ンドの出⾝身で
す。

Startlingly good blog!
Love it.

Great trip, excellent photos and well written.
Thanks for posting!

Send lawyers, guns and money. The shit has hit the fan.

Crow Trip Log

My books
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#18

08:37 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Sep 2006
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
1,122

Juno2
Beyond established member

Thanks for the blogg. Great trip and inspirational showing that there is still lufe and
challenge after age 25 as well!
I love the area, and so could picture in my mind what you were up to and in a wood
and canvas canoe to.
Thank you so much for sharing.
Alan l.
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#19

10:44 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

davo
Established member

Epic journey!! What can i say.. stunning photos.. Beautifully written blog..
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Cambs
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#20

10:51 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

bonehead59
Way beyond established member

Jul 2011
Northwich
3,129

Superb love this.
I've used the access myself at Rannoch Moor stn but I had a key for the gate, no
portage for me!! :P

To Canoe is to be moved!!!
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#21

11:52 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

outdoorowain
Established member

Mar 2010
Lancashire
105

Fantastic, love the photos.
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#22

12:20 AM

Join Date:
Apr 2009
Location:
Downriver from
the Bywell bridge over the
Tyne
Posts:
3,290

Sundowner
Way beyond established member

Epic stuff. Photos are excellent

"Thinking means not knowing"
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#23

08:01 PM

Join Date:
May 2008
Location:
Just North of
Portsmouth. "Over the hill".
Posts:
529

Horsedribble
More posts than a more established member

Magnificent! Barrenlands sums that up I so perfectly. What a wild place, I bet that
can get unbelievably hostile in winter.

Who's been sleeping in my porridge???
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#24

08:19 PM
Join Date:
Posts:

Bravestarr
Established member

May 2013
34

You are both nuts! Impressed by your sense of adventure and your naming of
wildflowers....
Kevin
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#25

10:08 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

ScottieDawg
Established member

Aug 2011
Gibraltar
30

Outstanding effort from you both, your an inspiration to many and I'm homesick.
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#26

08:03 PM

elveys
Way beyond established member

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Feb 2007
Yalding, Kent
2,496

Wow what an adventure. Hats off to both of you.
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#27

09:09 PM
Join Date:
Location:

Lynne
More than established member

Posts:

Feb 2007
Chorley,
Lancashire
464

What an awesome adventure and a wonderful blog! You are both truly inspirational.
This is somewhere I have always wanted to paddle. Your stunning pictures and words
make it appeal even more.
Thanks for sharing,
Lynne

All that is gold does not glitter, not all those who wander are lost
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#28

09:13 PM

Mal Grey
Way beyond established member

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Originally Posted by Mal Grey

Bootstrap Liz, Lynne et al, that would save the shuttle!!! The route is open!

Originally Posted by Lynne

This is somewhere I have always wanted to paddle. Your stunning pictures and words
make it appeal even more.
Lynne

Cough. Liz, Rob, Ade, Cara? You know you want to....

Jul 2008
Surrey
18,476

Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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#29

06:59 PM
Join Date:
Posts:

Mrs Bootstrap
Established member

May 2014
44

One word, Mal. Just one.
No!
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#30

07:01 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Mal Grey
Way beyond established member

Originally Posted by Mrs Bootstrap

One word, Mal. Just one.
No!

OK Liz, fair enough. If you insist, we'll do this instead:
http://www.songofthepaddle.co.uk/for...t-William-1991

Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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Surrey
18,476

31st-May-2014,

#31

07:04 PM
Join Date:
Posts:

Mrs Bootstrap
Established member

May 2014
44

I like that one. Could be persuaded without kids and in the Royalex, not the Swift!
(Can you imagine the scratches!)
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#32

07:14 PM
Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Mal Grey
Way beyond established member

Jul 2008
Surrey
18,476

Originally Posted by Mrs Bootstrap

I like that one. Could be persuaded without kids and in the Royalex, not the Swift! (Can
you imagine the scratches!)

So, having conned you into that, do I actually tell you just how much harder the
portage would be than Rannoch? Nah, not going to mention it!

Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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#33

07:23 PM
Join Date:
Posts:

Mrs Bootstrap
Established member

May 2014
44

Much better paddling inbetween though!
Rob likes the look of it too ...
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